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Migration to Private Equity

• In recent years, we have seen increasing activity by hedge fund managers investing 
in traditional private equity/debt.  This trend is a result, in part, of the public markets 
and investor demand.  

• Traditional private equity/debt investing is generally a less liquid strategy and 
therefore many current hedge fund structures and terms are not well equipped to 
accommodate such private equity style investment strategies.

• Hedge fund managers are attempting to modify their fund terms (or set up new 
funds with different terms) to address reduced liquidity of these investments by 
imposing gates, longer lock-ups, or increase of side pocket capacity.

• Hedge funds, however, have certain advantages over private equity funds: hedge 
funds have no restrictions on when a PE style investment can be made, can more 
easily reinvest capital, and can raise or draw in additional capital for its PE 
investments.
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Multiple Fund Offerings

• Compliance with disclosure in existing funds

• Time and attention/exclusivity standards (in 
offering documents and seed agreements)

• Sharing revenue among the principals

• Expense allocations 

• Trade allocations

• Co-investment rights

• Cannibalization risk of flagship product

• Business complexities
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Basic Differences Between Hedge and Private Equity
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• Liquid assets

• Incentive allocation

• High water mark

• Unrecouped losses 

• One time capital contribution

• Illiquid assets

• Carried interest

• Waterfall

• Clawback

• Capital calls over time

PRIVATE EQUITY 
FUNDSHEDGE FUNDS



Basic Differences Between Hedge and Private Equity
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• Open fundraising period

• Dilution based on NAV

• Fees based on NAV

• LP redemptions

• 2 year lock-up

• Evergreen fund

• Limited fundraising period

• Dilution based on cost

• Fees based on commitment

• Transfer or liquidation

• 10-13 year lock-up

• 10 year term

PRIVATE EQUITY 
FUNDSHEDGE FUNDS



Alternative Structures for Accessing PE

• Side Pockets

• Hybrid and Crossover Funds

– Customized mix and match of terms from 
either side

– Market acceptance

– Administrative considerations

• Pledge Funds

– LP opt-in/opt-out rights

– Administrative considerations

• Fund of Funds, Co-Investment Funds
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Hybrid Funds

• Hybrid Funds – various forms:

– Traditional hedge funds with side pockets (still common)

– Private equity–styled fund with a large portion of its portfolio in public securities and a 
long hold period, with no incentive fee on unrealized appreciation, and limited or no 
redemption rights (limited rights may include rolling long lock-up periods)

– Side-by-side fund (Hedge fund for liquids and private equity fund for illiquids)
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Cross-Over Hedge Funds

• As hedge fund managers migrate into the private equity world, we are seeing greater 
interest in the formation of cross-over hedge funds.

• Cross-over hedge funds are funds that combine hedge fund strategies with private-
equity investment strategies within a single fund vehicle.

• One main difference between a cross-over hedge fund and a hedge fund with 
significant side pocket capacity is a bifurcated fee and liquidity structure. In such 
instances, the fund manager seeks to create a mini-PE fund within the hedge fund 
with the mini-PE fund subject to traditional PE fund terms: limited offering, limited 
investment period, capital draw-downs, carried interest waterfall distribution terms, 
no mark-to-market for valuations, and a finite term. But where a private investment 
goes public, the cross-over fund does not need to exit the position and the hedge 
fund portion of the portfolio may (but need not) seek appropriate hedges on the 
private investments.
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Hedge Fund Co-Investment Vehicles

• Hedge fund managers are offering with much greater frequency co-investment 
vehicles.

• Co-investment vehicles are:
– any type of entity (partnership, corporation, business trust) established to invest in a “co-

investment opportunity.”  The co-invest vehicle can be for one or more investors or one or 
more co-investments in which the identity of the co-investment is either known or unknown 
(i.e., blind pools) to the investors.

– generally managed by the same investment manager of the hedge fund and may invest in 
parallel with the hedge fund, which investment may be direct into the co-investment 
opportunity or indirect through blocker entities or other pooled investment vehicles. 

• A “Co-investment opportunity” is an opportunity to invest in parallel with or 
in combination with the hedge fund in a particular investment that is 
generally either too large, restrictive, or illiquid (or all of the foregoing) for 
the hedge fund alone.
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Hedge Fund Co-Investment Vehicles

• Hedge fund managers are offering co-investment vehicles for the following 
reasons:

– Negative perception of “side pockets”

– Concentration and capacity limitations

– Opportunities in illiquid investments

– Showcase expertise and distinguish oneself from “the pack”

– Creation of goodwill; raise additional capital

– Dedicated fund for a manager’s “best ideas” or to co-invest alongside the flagship fund
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Credit Funds: Defined
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A private fund focused on originating and/or purchasing debt and other securities

Typically PE-style fund (closed-end, limited life, no redemptions, etc.)

Some hybrid structures allow limited redemptions/liquidity

Often levered to take advantage of interest rate spreads

Capital typically raised in a combination of parallel comingled funds and SMAs/funds of one 
(driven by discretion over investments, fees, leverage, etc.)



Context: Growth in Sector Pre-pandemic

• Post-last economic crisis (2008 et 
seq.), private credit funds stepped 
in when banks pulled back

• Lots of overlap with PE buyout 
funds providing equity, and private 
credit funds providing debt

• Credit funds have a larger volume 
of transactions and are typically 
invested at a faster pace than 
traditional PE
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Impact of Pandemic and Ensuing Economic Stress 

• Mature debt portfolios under scrutiny –
anecdotally, anywhere from 30%-40% of 
portfolio under water 

• Those managers who more recently 
entered the market are able to raise new 
capital if they are not burdened by legacy 
portfolios 

• Public fund managers are also pursuing 
private credit platforms 
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Manager and Investor Response
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Many managers are forming funds focused on liquid credit opportunities and secondary portfolio purchases, and 
providing customized solutions to distressed and other borrowers. 
•Certain existing funds are extending their offering periods and modifying their investment strategies to capture the opportunity. 
•Opportunistic funds being formed through various structures, including through traditional commingled fund structures, “annex,” or co-investment funds alongside existing flagship

These products are being launched rapidly and, in some cases, represent a pivot away from a more traditional 
acquisition fund platform.

The investment opportunities being pursued are driven by multiple factors, including the ability to acquire loans at 
significant discounts, ratings downgrades, forced selling behavior by certain participants in the market, and borrowers 
that will require additional capital infusions.

Recent credit funds typically have broad mandates that contemplate investments in debt and other securities, as well as 
both increased economic instability and stability, depending on whether the market further declines or recovers.

Investors are also looking to increase their exposure to credit, driven by a belief that the market will rebound in a manner 
comparable to that after the 2008 financial crisis and the desire to increase their returns in light of significant recent losses.



Certain Key Terms

The terms of these opportunistic funds vary, but many managers are raising and deploying capital on an expedited 
basis and in an increasingly competitive environment to take advantage of opportunities that may present 
themselves on a temporary or limited basis. 

Typical terms we are seeing in the market include the following:

•Limited fundraising periods (2-12 months)

•Short investment periods (1-3 years)

•Term of funds more limited (5-8 years, subject to extensions)

•Expansive recycling capabilities (e.g., permitting reinvestments at any time for any purpose for which capital can be drawn)

•Management fees typically based on invested capital throughout the fund term, with invested capital sometimes including the 
amount of the leverage used to make investments

Managers of hedge funds and other open-ended private funds are also forming funds that may differ from their 
typical structures to address the illiquidity of the underlying investments. 

•Given this illiquidity and potential valuation difficulties, these funds may have longer lock-up periods (e.g., from 3-4 years), may 
side pocket certain assets, and may charge fees based on invested capital (rather than on a mark-to-market basis).
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Key Considerations
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1.
•Ensure that disclosures are fulsome, including with respect to conflicts of interest 

2.
•Consider how investments will be allocated among the various products and whether their allocation policies and disclosures need to 
be updated 

3.
•Consider valuation issues and, if managing a hedge fund or similar structure, whether to include more robust disclosure on the 
likelihood that investments may be side pocketed or redemptions otherwise suspended

4.
•For sponsors considering rebranding or relaunching an existing investment fund, determine whether any investor or advisory 
committee consents are required and whether additional disclosure is required – e.g., with respect to existing investments

5.
•Lender licensing issues under state law may be relevant, depending on the structure and investment strategy of the fund



Structuring

• Varies depending on type of investor, where 
investments will be made, and type of 
investment (i.e., real estate vs. corporate)

• If a strategy will include loan originations 
(including modifications of existing loans) 
and the use of leverage, the sponsor will 
need to consider the tax implications for 
tax-exempt and non-US investors in 
structuring the fund

• A sponsor will need to consider including 
structural features that will be attractive to, 
and expected by, these investor groups

• Mitigation strategies may include, inter alia, 
season and sell, treaty structures, blockers 
(to address ECI and/or UBTI), private BDCs, 
REITs, etc.
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Investors 

Who are the investors we are seeing in this market?
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Institutional 
Investors

• Pension funds, sovereign 
wealth funds, other 
governmental investors, 
endowments, 
foundations, etc. 

HNW 
Platforms

Insurance 
Companies

•Committing capital to strong 
managers, and also building 
debt platforms themselves



Pre-COVID-19 Credit Market Observations

• Sponsors dominated the 
market

• Acquisition financing robust

• Leveraged lending is 
pervasive and non-bank 
lenders predominate
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Post-COVID-19 Credit Market Observations

• Workouts and existing credits

• Market opportunity for investors 
not averse to risk

• Restructuring and bankruptcy as 
a means to achieve value

• Origination deals have slowed 
significantly 
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Leveraged Loans and High-Yield Bonds

• Carry significant credit risk, and defaults and losses increase during a 
recession.

• Investors and borrowers focused on risk, especially when lending to 
companies leveraged more than average.

• Sponsors tend to hold back uncalled capital and, in times of economic 
downturns, may use such uncalled capital to buy back debt at deep 
discounts.

See Kotowski, Chris, et al., A Deep Dive Into Credit Markets; Why We Think All is Not Lost, Oppenheimer, 2020.  
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Status of Leveraged Lending

• Recent data supports the notion that leveraged lending took a hit in 
March.

• Early signs show that trading of such debt is coming back online and this 
suggests lending activity may come back soon, at higher pricing.
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Total Return to Middle Market Loans
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Private Debt Investment IRR
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Volatility by Asset Category
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Annualized Returns of Private Asset Classes
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State of Leveraged Loan Universe
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Decrease of Loan Issuances Prior to COVID-19
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Issuances of leveraged loans peaked in 2017, and in 2019 were at their lowest level since 2012.



High Yield Bonds Market Share Loss
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Current Credit Market Observations
Secondary Loan Market

• While in March, the S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index (LLI) produced its second 
lowest monthly reading on record (-12.4%), the LLI gained 4.5% in April as mark-
to-market (MTM) prices generally rebounded.

• In April, 75% of loans reported MTM price gains and only 20% reported losses.

• The average bid level climbed back to 86.1, almost 10 points higher than March’s 
low. This is more than 11 points below 2020’s high-water mark of 97.35.

32Source: LSTA Secondary Market Monthly



Current Credit Market Observations
Secondary Loan Market

• The percentage of loans bid in a 92-98 context increased 21 percentage points to a 47% 
market share (loans bid between 95 and 98 demonstrated the largest increase in market 
share, nearly tripling to 22%). 

• The 98 and above price cohort barely changed – rising from less than 1% to 2%. 

• The percentage of loans bid below 80 decreased eight percentage points to a 17% market 
share.

33Source: LSTA Secondary Market Monthly
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Impact of COVID-19

The KBW Nasdaq Bank 
Index (BKX) (designed 
to track performance of 
leading banks and thrifts 
that are publicly-traded 
in the US) is down 34%, 
leveraged loans down 

about 7% and high yield 
down ~6-7% depending 

on the index.



Opportunities for Hedge Funds

• Junk-bond spreads have more than tripled, hitting 1,100 basis points compared to about 
350 basis points in September. 

• The amount of debt trading at a distressed level reached almost $1 trillion. 

• While distressed debt fundraising has declined, distressed investors are sitting on dry 
powder raised over the last two to three years, which is ready to be deployed.

• Firms reported by Bloomberg to be seeking money for credit dislocation portfolios include:
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• Highbridge Capital Management: $2.5 billion for two credit-dislocation funds 
• Knighthead Capital Management: $450 million in additional cash for its distressed-debt fund
• Bardin Hill Investment Partners: raised $300 million to go after stressed credits
• Silverback Asset Management: preparing to start a $200 million credit fund



Distressed Debt Fundraising
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Federal Lending Programs

• Given the status of the lending market, government funding is taking 
the place of private credit in the near term as a source of bridge liquidity 
until the credit markets normalize. 

• Two such facilities are the SBA's Paycheck Protection Program and the 
Main Street Lending Program.
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Paycheck Protection Program Loans

• 1.00% interest rate and 2-year maturity.

• Loan amount: lesser of the $10 million 
maximum and 2.5 times the borrower’s 
average monthly payroll for the past 12 
months.

• Loan proceeds can cover: payroll costs; 
group healthcare benefits; mortgage interest 
payments, rent, utilities, and other debt 
interest.

• Up to 100% loan forgiveness for funds used 
in the first 8-weeks post-disbursement.
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PPP Loans and Bankruptcy

• PPP contains no express limitation on the granting of loans to debtors in 
bankruptcy. However, based solely on the applications, an applicant’s bankruptcy 
is a disqualifying fact.

• The Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of Texas found that the 
Bankruptcy Code likely prevents the SBA from discriminating against potential 
borrowers strictly on the basis of a pending bankruptcy.

• What About Companies that File for Bankruptcy After a PPP Application Is Filed?

– With the SBA clearly signaling that it does not wish to be a provider of debtor-in-
possession or exit financing, courts will need to carefully balance interests, as well as 
the policy underlying different sections of the Bankruptcy Code.
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Main Street Lending Program

• $600 billion in loans purchased through the following three facilities:

– New Loan Facility

– Expanded Loan Facility

– Priority Loan Facility

• Eligible Lenders may originate new Main Street loans or use Main Street loans to 
increase size of existing loans to eligible businesses.

• Among other requirements, an eligible business is one that meets at least one of 
the following two conditions:

– Has 15,000 employees or fewer; or

– Had 2019 annual revenues of $5 billion or less
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Covenant Relief/Amendments

• In connection with PPP loans, 
incumbent lenders have been open 
to:

1. Excluding interest and principal 
payments of PPP loans from 
Fixed Charges but limited only to 
the portion of PPP loans 
forgiven; and

2. Excluding PPP loans from 
Leverage Ratio
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Going Concern and Material Adverse Effect 

• The COVID-19 crisis provides new known and unknown factors for management to 
consider when making a going-concern evaluation.

• When evaluating an entity’s ability to meet its obligations, management should consider: 

– The entity’s financial condition, liquidity sources, and conditional and unconditional obligations

– Changes in forecasted operating results and/or cash flow projections

– The funds necessary to maintain the entity’s operations

• COVID-19 and its fallout increase the risk that parties may try to terminate transactions, or 
renegotiate central deal terms by asserting that the target or borrower suffered a material 
adverse effect or material adverse change.

• This will depend on the specific wording of the provision at issue and the effects on the 
particular company, and whether pandemics or similar events were excluded from 
provisions. 
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Covenants/Amendments/Consent Issues

1. Principal and interest holidays;

2. Financial covenant deferrals and amendments;

3. Going concern qualification issues/deferral of audited 
financial statement delivery; and

4. Requirements to fund additional equity by sponsors or 
other investors
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